Abstract. Wireless networks have become so widespread, it is beneficial to determine the ability of cellular networks for localization. This property enables the development of location-based services, providing useful information. These services can be improved by route prediction under the condition of using simple algorithms, because of the limited capabilities of mobile stations. This study gives alternative solutions for this problem of route prediction based on a specific graph model. Our models provide the opportunity to reach our destinations with less effort.
Introduction
In our rushing world the modern man demands communication and information channels, that is why they enjoy the benefits of using mobile phones and location systems. The opportunity to use the location-based services (LBS), which are information services accessible with mobile devices through the PLMN (public land mobile network) and utilizing the ability to make use of the location of the mobile device, is given by these equipments. It does not depend on the device used. These services are based on localisation, they use GPS coordinates or information of GSM cells. It is very useful to know where the nearest preferred restaurant or petrol station is, but it can be even more useful to know which one we can reach with the least effort. It means that the system offers us the place which will be the closest to our route in the following few minutes. It is significant in these applications that the algorithm is simple because the mobile devices have small capacity of memory, storage and computing. Our aim is to give such solutions that are very simple and easy to implement, to predict mobility.
Related works
There were many research projects about route prediction in GSM and ATM systems in the past and nowadays there are some researches dealing with the latest technologies like satellite-based localisation networks. Their main aim is to manage the handovers and to reduce the delays caused by them in wireless networks. In the world of prediction there are two main approaches:
-the first is based on predicting the prospective movement of the mobile stations by using their previous motions (for example position, velocity) [1] [2] and solving the problem of handovers by appropriate resource allocation [3] -the supporters of the second theory believe in the methods, based on costumers' conventional behaviour patterns [4] [5]. This theory was brought to the front by the Global Positioning System, and most of the applications are about prediction of vehicles' motion.
Chan et al. [2] worked out alternative methods. The first is based on the actual position to predict the next step, reminding us of the first-order Markov Model. The second algorithm is based on actual and former positions, the direction is determined by these data. We work on the generalization of this algorithm. In the third method the routes are segmented and the second algorithm is used on these segments.
Liu et al. [3] explored wireless ATM networks, where they use pattern matching algorithm to predict the next ATM cell during the route. For this reason the examination of cells' rows, measurements of signal strengths and intuitions of the cells' shape is used.
In the early 2000s the development of the mobile phone networks reached the level, when the challenges of networks' management became more complex than prediction of mobile stations' motion. As the result of their evolution the networks became as efficient as the customers and the providers required. The turning-point was that the complex, hypothetical algorithms were surpassed by the simple, algorithms exploitable in practice.
The next technical wave took place with the spreading of the positioning, mainly with the widespread availability of GPS equipments. These technical solutions require more precise prediction ability on one hand, but on the other hand they supplied more usable, precise data. In this area the most promising results were published in the [6] [7] . The accuracy of these models were about 70%, but it is necessary to notice that the properties of the environment are inputs for the models. Our aim to define general prediction models, which can be implemented and used easily everywhere, so we require our models to be independent from the platform.
In the literature of the topic generally working prediction models applicable to any environment were not found. We aim to construct universally applicable models, which can collaborate with any tracking system.
Mobility Modelling
Our study would like to give such a general solution to predict mobility of mobile equipments and their owners that is simple and easy to implement. In our realization the basis of each single method is a graph-model, which can be generated by converting the tracking data into graphs. This means that the single directed graph representative of the tracking data is examined, that can be generated from the data according to the required accuracy. The simplest graph creation method is to divide the area into provinces. Let us map the provinces onto the vertices of the graph. We may draw the a ij directed edge of the graph by examining the fixed routes. If we find a route from province i to province j, we draw a directed edge from the point p i , to the point p j . You can see such a directed graph representative in Fig. 1 . Fig. 1 . A given route and its graph representative
The methods described below give alternative solutions to predicting routes in such graph model.
Mobility prediction models
As we have already mentioned, our aim is to define and to analyse such general prediction methods, which can be applied in a wide range, and they can operate in cooperation with the infrastructure of any tracking systems. Probably they are not the most efficient ones in a special environment, but with small-scale transformations they work with any kind of systems. Our elaborated models are classified into 3 groups, such as Simple statistical model, Markov models and Pattern matching models.
Conventional notations
Nominate with p i · p j that case, when in a given route at time t our position is the vertex p i , at time t + 1 the vertex p j will be our position. In the following cases we nominate with p i → p j those incidences where at a given t 1 time the position is vertex p i , then at a given t 2 > t 1 time the position will be vertex p j . The models predict the next vertex based on the available information, nominate it with X.
The prediction is based on a well-known indicator confidentiality level. We count it with the following formula:
the number of routes crossing series of vertices P X the number of routes crossing series of vertices P i
The models can give a probability on a confidentiality level, what the next station of the movement will be.
Simple statistical model
One of the tasks attributed to the data mining is the mining of the frequent element sets. The simple statistical model tries to use this to predict routes. The model is very simple, the accuracy of the prediction will be prospectively small. |p i , p k | nominate the number of the set of routes, contains p i and p k too. At a given vertex p i the model predict X = p k vertex for the next station of the route which satisfy in all cases the following inequatity:
Markov models
Markov models are originated with Markov chains. We assume that the system and its graph representative are given. In this case the directed graphif there are enough given vertices and edges -behaves similar to the Markov chains. Let us map the vertices of the graph to states of the Markov chain, let us build a matrix from its edges, which can be considered the matrix of transition probabilities. These models are originated with the Markov chain. We may map them to the terminology of the graph model, so Markov models predict the vertex X = p i+1 which has the highest confidentiality level in series
, where the expression in parentheses is known and z = 0; 1; 2; . . .. In mathematical phrases: the model predicts that vertex X = p i+1 , with the highest corresponding C(p i+1 ) value. Markov models are not capable of prediction in any situation, when there is vertex, which is not a head of any directed edges or when there are no z − 1 former vertices of the walk. In practice we implemented and tested the First-, the Second-and the Third-order Markov Models. The depth of the Markov models can be increased, but the demand of memory and storage monotonously rises. By analyzing the former models the following question was formulated in our minds: what kind of results can we get with easing the rigorousness of direct succession or can it help to improve the accuracy of the former models. The pattern matching models were formulated as the result of this intuition. We hope that this will be compensated in increased accuracy and efficiency compared with our former models.
Pattern matching models
Pattern matching models are special cases of frequent sequence mining belonging to the category of frequent sample mining. Frequent sequence mining means that we would like to define part series, which are often appearing in given series. The often expression indicates that in the case of the original task we only deal with the series if the number of the existing series among the routes is higher than a certain threshold. Unfortunately this algorithm is exponential, the frequent sequence mining demands much time and resources in large datasets. In the case of models drawn up by us, task is not entirely this. On one hand we do not demand a minimal incidence threshold from the series, on the other hand we examine only a certain long incidence of series. We expect longer running time and bigger memory claim from these algorithms, than we have experienced in Markov models. 
is interpreted as the extension of the Pattern Matching Model No. 3 with another former vertex, it means we examine (p
The base of the prediction is the highest corresponding C(p i+1 ) value. We can count on the fact that the running time and the memory claim of the pattern matching models will be bigger than the demand of the Markov models. We hope that this will be compensated in increased accuracy and efficiency compared with our former models.
Simulation

Concrete simulation environment and simulation dataset
We simulate the tracking in a shopping area like one equipped with RFID (Radio Frequency IDentification) readers and tags. It means we simulate the motion of the customers, and we store their routes in datasets. The datasets contain the identifier of the tag, the identifier of the reader and the time when the action has happened. The simulated model is two-dimensional. The readers are ideal readers, the characteristic of the readers are circles with 10 √ 2-radius. The measurements of the simulated area are 90 × 50, in which 45 readers watch the motions. The readers are placed in a grid, from the (5;5) to the (85;45) coordinates by 10 units. The customers move in discreet grid in the area simultaneously, one step is one unit.
A public tracking dataset of location-based services was not accessible, therefore a simulation dataset was used to demonstrate the effectiveness of our solutions. Our datasource simulates a customer of a hypermarket, where the topology of shelves, the products and their locations, the product sets bought by the costumers are based on real life. The sufficient quality of the simulated dataset is guaranteed by the complex artificial behaviour of the customer agent, which contains the following aspects:
-The customers enter the hypermarket with an explicit aim represented by a set of products, but they can buy items impulsively as well. -When a custromer enters the hypermarket, it has rough map of the topology of the hypermarket and the positions of products, and during its movements this map is improved by new data. -The agent has a searching strategy to find products with unknown locations, but it has a probability model to give up the searching as well.
The simulation method has an additional RFID tracking layer as well, RFID readers with overlapping effective range track the costumers shopping basket, which contains RFID tags, therefore the precise location of the agents can not be calculated by processing of the dataset of RFID readers. Our input was this simulated tracking dataset to analyse our proposed algorithms.
Divide the area into provinces according to areas seen by n = 1, 2, 3, . . . readers. In this manner the area is separeted to 121 pieces, that means we get a 121-vertex graph. The determination of the edges' number is more complicated task, but it is possible if we know the characteristic of the training set. In this situation the number of edges is 888. The complexity of the graph is evident, nevertheless we try to predict route in the graph.
During generating the simulated data we make the first filtration. We stored the stations of the routes infrequently, only when it changes province, so in the graph terminoligy when it goes across an edge or it steps to another vertex of the graph. We characterize this vertex with the identifiers of the readers seeing it. Since temporal examinations are not made, -this is the reason, why the graph representative can be used -the data is cleaned from the time moments and only the series of the provinces' identifiers are left in the stored data. From this information the routes are unambiguous definable.
After this procedure we get a tracking dataset with 14 200 routes, on which the prediction analysis of the models are done. This dataset is divided in two parts: a training set with 12 000 and a validation set with 2 200 routes. The average length of routes is 126.4 in the training set. We can consider this dataset as big enough to treat the measured accuracy as general.
If the graph is examined an interesting fact can be discovered. The outdegree of the vertices has big variation. It is thanked that, the simulated customers can go in a discrete grid, so they can step into such provinces, which is not neighbouring. The Fig. 4.2 shows the distribution of the vertices' outdegree. On the horizontal axis of the diagram we represent the outdegree of the vertices, and we depicted the percentile distribution of the vertices on the vertical axis. Table 1 shows the training time, the validation time, the next vertex's prediction time and the accuracy in percent of the single models. It is visible that the training time of the models are a bit long, but it is offline running time, so it can be accepted, they are needed to run rarely. Intuitive requirement is taken, that the real-time application gives result in 1 second. Our models have to satisfy this statement. The simulations's results of the Markov models are seen in the Fig. 3 (b)-3(d). It is observable that the distribution of the models are almost the same, the diagrams are similar to each other, there are at the same place under and above the average. The variation of the distributions are almost the same, there are deviations only between the average values by the difference in elevations. The results meet our expectations, because there origin is the same first-order Markov Model. The accuracies of the models are 50, 65 and 69%. It is noticeable that completed with newer former vertices the accuracy is rising, but the degree of the improvement is falling. It means the marginal utility of a newer vertex is falling. The improvement of plus one vertex is not rewarding, because the demand of the memory and the storage is rising more.
Results
The accuracy distributions of the pattern matching models (Fig. 3(f) -3(h)) -except for the Pattern matching model No. 1 -are very similar to each other, the variations of them are almost the same, the difference is only the average value. We can parallel them to the Markov models, the distribution of the accuracy is similar. It was expectable, because the origin of the models is the first-order Markov model. It is seen that the unstretching of the rigorousness of the direct following make the model less accurate, but on the other hand the added former vertex can improve the efficiency of the models. Nevertheless the training time increases, and it is not worth this increase, because nearly the same accuracy can be reached with simpler models.
Analysing the Pattern matching model No. 1 ( Fig. 3(e) ) is very interesting, because it is very different from the others. We expect more efficiency from this model based on the success of the simple statistical model, because in that case we add the vertices, which were visited in the past. We can get the conclusion from that the examined area is closed. There are some outgoing vertices, and the customers leave the shopping area once. The pattern matching model No. 1 predict these vertices all the time. This method can predict right vertex, only if the customer is at the last but one station of his route. By analysing the figures above we can notice another interesting fact, the accuracy of the prediction depends on the outdegree of the vertices only in small range, meaning it does not depend on the number of the potential next vertices. We can deduce that there are some typical routes in the shopping area, and there are only some individuals, who deviate from this. These individuals increase the outdegree of the vertices, but they can not affect the typical routes. In a future improvement of the model, we only add an edge to the graph, if there are more routes, across it, than a given threshold.
Conclusion
The success of the location-based services can be improved with mobility prediction. We gave an alternative solution for this. We defined 4 types of models, which are based on the representative graph, that can be built up by the area separated into provinces. Despite of the intuition that the simple statistical model can not be used to predict the next station of the routes, it can successfully predict that in 30% of the cases. The Markov models are originated with the Markov chains. The models use only the current and some direct former vertices for prediction. If we use these models we can reach about 70% accuracy. Many models were published in which the accuracy is about 60%, still they are used. The pattern matching models are to improve the efficiency of the Markov models. This approach can help a bit, but the offline running time increase more.
The actual published models can be improved, because the accuracy can be increased by training at specific environment. The effects the environment can be trained by the models, and it makes them more useable in the marketing world, or to in finding acquaintances in the users' neighbourhood.
